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What is the Learning
Credential Network?
Increasingly, organizations document skills through a diverse variety of credentials.
Employers, educators, learners and job seekers need a better way to share verifiable and
accurate information about the skills acquired from an education and career journey.
Moreover, as people look to switch careers and prepare for the jobs of the future, they need
a simple way to discover what skills they need and where to get appropriate training.
The Learning Credential Network (LCN) from IBM and its partners provides a secure and
trusted blockchain-based infrastructure for managing and sharing skills-based credentials
and works for the benefit of all stakeholders.

The Learning Credential Network enables employers, educators,
learners and job seekers to work together to develop skilled workers
and get the right people in the right jobs.
The LCN gives individuals a privacy-protected way to store and manage their earned credentials
and to share them with employers, licensing boards, regulatory agencies and others. These
organizations can easily confirm that a prospective employee or candidate has the necessary
skills for the job or license. Now everyone can have a reliable and secure way to issue
credentials to their learners and provide learning pathways that connect learners
with skills-building resources.

“Now more than ever, as the U.S. labor market faces unprecedented
challenges, American workers deserve to own a dynamic and lifelong
record of their learning and work experiences and achievements that
can be instantly verified and shared directly and easily with educational
institutions and employers. The need for individuals to better signal their
authenticated achievements is age-old, but addressing this issue has rising
opportunity, gravity, and urgency in an age of digital transformation.”1
– The American Workforce Policy Advisory Board
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Serving all network
participants equally
Built on the guiding principles of openness, sharing and
interoperability, the Learning Credential Network is managed
by its community of users for the benefit of all participants.

Employers

Learners and job seekers

Education providers

Employers that join the LCN
can proactively search for job
candidates outside of and
within their organizations
based on the skills they
are looking for. When
employers find individuals
with those skills, they can
trust the skills are valid
and reach out to request
engagement with them.

Individuals can manage their
own skills-based credentials
acquired over the course of
their education and careers.
With the LCN, they can store all
their degrees and skills-based
credentials in one place, choose
who will be able to access them
and when, and accept requests
from hiring organizations.

Organizations that issue
degrees and skills-based
credentials, which can include
employers that have training
programs, licensure boards
and academic institutions, can
efficiently manage the issueupdate-expire (and revoke)
lifecycle of those credentials.
This assures the credentials
within the learner’s wallet
are current and accurate.

Skills-based learning pathways help learners and job
seekers stay competitive in a changing job environment
To help people gain the skills they need for the jobs they want, employers
and education providers alike can offer learning pathways for specific careers.
These pathways are aligned to industry-standard careers. Based on an
individual’s specific current credentials, the pathways identify skills gaps and
provide recommendations on additional training needed to meet career goals.
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Creating new value
across the network
In today’s ever-evolving economy, many industries are
experiencing a significant shortage of workers. In addition,
rapidly changing job functions make it hard for everyone to keep
up. The Learning Credential Network is designed to streamline
the skills-to-career process and create value for all participants.
Reduce the time and cost of hiring
When it takes an average of 42 days to fill a position, at an average costper-hire of $4,129,2 even fractional reductions add up to major savings.
These potential savings are even greater when companies calculate the
costs of unfilled positions or delays in putting new employees to work
while awaiting approvals from licensure boards. The LCN provides nearly
instantaneous verification of credentials, certifications and licenses.
Verify a prospect’s credentials
More than 85 percent of surveyed employers uncovered a
misrepresentation on a candidate’s resume or job application
during the screening process—up from 66 percent five years
ago. As a result, companies are spending more time and money
verifying previous employment, education and qualifications (or
going without verification and putting themselves at risk).3 With
blockchain technology, information about the skills-based credentials
on the LCN are auditable, traceable and verifiable—in seconds, not
days—helping to speed and promote trust in the hiring process.
Replace cumbersome manual processes
For education providers and licensure boards, responding to a
verification request from a potential employer for a former student
or active professional is often a manual, time-consuming process.
The LCN enables credential issuers to connect with employers and
provide verifiable certifications and licenses almost instantly.
Put learners and job seekers in control
With the LCN, individuals have a secure hub to store and manage
the degrees and credentials earned over a lifetime, including
continuing education, professional certifications and badges
from employers. Learners are in control of which credentials they
make available for employers to search so the jobs will find them.
This secure hub is compliant with regulatory requirements that
protect an individual’s data rights and privacy, such as GDPR.
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The Learning Credential Network in action

Creating industry-standard
career pathways
“The pilot showcases how skills
taxonomy interoperability can be
demonstrated, how a universal
wallet can be used by the learner to
aggregate and curate these skills and
learning outcomes, and finally how
a compass (pathway and pipeline
functionality) can be used by learners,
employers, and educators—through
analytics—to find and assess qualified
cybersecurity candidates; determine
gaps in skills and curriculum for
learners, academic institutions, and
employees; and facilitate career paths
into the cybersecurity field.”4
Ricardo Torres
President and CEO, National
Student Clearinghouse

Jobs are changing so rapidly that
it’s hard for everyone to keep up
Millions of people are transitioning from one
job to another, often due to reasons beyond
their control. Today, challenges with the
economy and public health create an urgent
need for tools that help people re-skill and
up-skill for new jobs and careers. With skills
becoming ever more consequential, the world
needs a better way to identify and confirm
skills at scale. As part of the work of the
U.S. Department of Commerce’s American
Workforce Policy Advisory Board, IBM and its
partners are using the LCN to build those tools.
For example, the LCN demonstrated an
industry-aligned learning path for becoming
a cybersecurity engineer. This pathway
includes the skills required for a cybersecurity
job along with how and where learners can
acquire those skills. The LCN also supports
workers with existing cybersecurity skills
to connect with employers seeking skilled
people to fill their cybersecurity jobs.
IBM’s partners in this cybersecurity
skills demonstration pilot include the
National Student Clearinghouse, Western
Governors University, Central New
Mexico Community College and IQ4.
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The Learning Credential Network in action

Building a network for
professional credentialing
The Ethos and VetBloom use case for veterinary medicine
New veterinary graduates are coming out of
school with a growing disconnect between
their coursework and the skills needed to be
“practice ready.” In addition, experienced
veterinarians and other members of the care
team have a hard time documenting and sharing
with potential employers the aggregated
competencies accrued from their experience.
These employers, in turn, need a quick way
to validate the professional certifications of
their employees, so they can get to work.
They also lack a reliable and effective method
for understanding competencies within their
organizations in relation to their employees’
skills and demonstrated skill growth over time.
As a provider of emergency and specialty
veterinary care across the U.S., Ethos Veterinary
Health represents an important microcosm
encountering similar industry challenges.
In response to these concerns, the company’s
learning subsidiary, VetBloom, wanted to move
to a competency-based framework for continuing
professional development and accredited
training programs and provide a faster way to
validate required credentials and certifications.

organizes, tracks, shares and validates the
skills and competencies of its labor force.
Today, this growing veterinary network
is governed by an industry consortium
representing academic institutions, private
practice groups, membership associations,
continuing education providers, employers,
learners and regulatory and licensing bodies.

“We recognized the need for
a shift in focus to skills and
competencies, allowing the
learner to perpetually build
their educational record,
demonstrate their skills and
deliver on the promise of
lifelong learning.”
Dr. Patrick Welch
Veterinarian and CEO, VetBloom

The company joined forces with others in
the industry and with IBM to build a Learning
Credential Network for the veterinary industry,
transforming how the industry identifies,
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Network components
The Learning Credential Network is a cloud-based, blockchain-based
platform with four web applications that the participants use to interact
with the LCN. Credentials, actions and learning paths are referenced
on the LCN and permanently captured as blockchain transactions.

Requestor (verifier) application

Credential holder wallet

The Requestor application allows
employers, HR representatives, talent
acquisition professionals or education
admissions offices to search for, view and
verify credentials that embody the skills and
licenses they are looking for. It also allows
the verifier to trace the provenance of the
credential, understand more about the skills
required to earn the credential and see
changes made to the credential by its issuer.

The wallet allows individuals to receive
and manage credentials from all their issuers
over the course of their education and career
journey. They can also share their credential
meta-data anonymously or openly for
others to search and view. Those receiving
the credentials anonymously can request
a connection with the wallet holder, which
the holder can accept or reject. At all times,
the holder has final control over the sharing
of their credential information. Individuals
can use any wallet appropriately connected
to the LCN through its standard interfaces.

Issuer application

Administrator application

There are thousands of organizations who
could potentially participate in the network.
The LCN enables these organizations to issue
a variety of credentials such as degrees,
certifications, badges, licenses and related
achievements, and upload industry-aligned
curriculum and learning pathways.

The LCN network administrators use this
app to onboard new issuers and verifiers
and perform other tasks related to the
governance of the network. Since the LCN
runs on a permissioned blockchain, only
approved issuers, verifiers and holders are
allowed access to the LCN capabilities.
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How the Learning
Credential Network works
Holders

Learners, job seekers, employees, professionals

Offers credentials
to Holder’s wallet
Sets permissions for sharing
credentials; receives and responds to
requests for additional permissions
Searches, receives or
validates permissioned
credentials

Issues skills-rich credentials,
licenses and references

Issuers

Universities, community colleges,
trade schools, corporations,
professional licensure boards

The Learning
Credential
Network

Requests permissions to
view additional details

Requesters
(verifiers)

Recruiters, hiring managers,
college admissions

The LCN is a technology that assists all its participants in guiding people to
their careers, matching them with great jobs, and simplifying the talent acquisition
and talent management process.
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Why blockchain?
A blockchain for skills is ideally suited to address privacy, visibility and data sharing across an
ecosystem that includes credential issuers, licensure boards, employers, learners, job seekers
and professionals. It works by connecting approved participants to a shared, distributed ledger
that provides a single source of truth about an individual’s credentials, an auditable trail of changes
made to those credentials, and provenance and information about the credential itself. The LCN
blockchain is independent of any proprietary credential solution. It interoperates with credential
issuers that use the industry-standards for credentials. In this way the LCN can securely bring
together credential information from all credential issuing organizations and credentialing solutions.
Once they are added to the LCN ledger, credentials cannot be manipulated, changed or
deleted. However, information can be added to the ledger, including additional credentials
for an individual or changes to the status of a credential, such as updates, expiration or
revocation. In addition, information about the credential, such as who issued it and what
skills were learned to gain the credential, is available in the credential itself. These properties
make blockchain a trusted platform for sharing credentials across different organizations
and entities while helping to prevent fraud and misrepresentation. All of these actions
are in compliance with GDPR and other data privacy regulatory requirements.

All data about credentials is represented on blockchain ledgers, protected
with the highest level of commercially available, tamper-resistant encryption.
Blockchain allows participants to access the same information at the same time to improve
efficiency and remove friction from the recruiting, hiring and onboarding process. As a
permissioned blockchain, the Learning Credential Network offers the scale and speed to handle
hundreds of millions of credentials for millions of learners, employers and educators.
With broad adoption by companies, educators, professional licensure boards and individuals, we
can build unprecedented access to training and jobs while protecting the privacy of individuals,
their data and their personal information. Moreover, the Learning Credential Network is designed for
interoperability with other blockchains and credentials services, assuring a seamless user experience.

The role of data
standards

The emergence of data standards for learning achievements,
certifications and job descriptions helps remove past obstacles to fast,
accurate matching of skills, jobs, career pathways and employment
prospects. With the help of the U.S. Department of Commerce,5 Learning
and Employment Records are leading the way in setting the standards.
Consortiums and ecosystems that form around the Learning Credential
Network will be a powerful force for accelerating standards adoption and
optimizing credential data sharing across industries and organizations.
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Get started
Organizations joining the Learning Credential Network are visionaries who want to
solve shared problems—making it easier to use skills-based credentials to connect
workers with jobs, help everyone better manage their own careers, and help employers
build resilient employees that have the right skills for the jobs of tomorrow.
You can join* today to take advantage of the platform and begin realizing value along
with our existing members. Or you can begin by exploring use cases for your industry
or your ecosystem of learners, educators, professionals and employers and how
you can build a white-labeled learning network using the LCN infrastructure.
Either way, let’s connect. Schedule your free information session today.

*Limited availability
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